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This paper continues the study begun in [5] of the cohomology of finite 
groups of Lie type. In the present paper we determine (with certain excep- 
tions) the cohomology groups p(G, , V), where G, is one of the twisted 
types of Steinberg, Ree, or Suzuki, and, as in [5], Vis a “minimal” irreducible 
GO-module. 
We view the groups in question as the fixed points of a surjective endo- 
morphism of an associated algebraic group. The indecomposable modules 
used in [5] to obtain lower bounds for the dimension of H1(G, , V) remain 
indecomposable in this case and provide us with the lower bounds we 
need here. The determination of the upper bounds is based upon the analysis 
of upper bounds in [5, Sects. 2, 31. It turns out that the results obtained 
in our first paper for the Chevalley groups hold in essentially the same 
form for the twisted groups. 
In the course of these investigations, we observe that in many cases 
H1(GO, V) N H1(Blr , V), where B, is a Bore1 subgroup of the group G,, . 
In Section 5, we prove that if G is the associated algebraic group, V is a 
rational G-module, and if the order of GO is sufficiently large (as a function 
of n, G, and v), then H”(G,, V) N P(B, , V). We take this opportunity 
to thank Professor George Glauberman for his generous collaboration 
in the proof of this theorem. We would also like to thank Professor Robert 
Stong for helpful discussions concerning spectral sequences. Finally, thanks 
are due the referee for several helpful comments. 
1. THE TWISTED GROUPS 
Let k = GF( p) be a prime field, h its algebraic closure. Let G be a simply 
connected (quasi-)simple algebraic group defined over h. Let u: G + G 
be a surjective rational endomorphism. Then u stabilizes a Bore1 subgroup B 
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of G. If in addition G, is finite, u stabilizes a maximal torus T < B, and 
all such pairs (B, T) are Go-conjugate. (We refer the reader to [IO, Sects. 7, 
10, 11; 11, Sect. 1 l] for more details.) 
From now on assume G,, is finite, and fix a u-stable pair (B, T) as above. 
Let A _C Z+ be the fundamental system for the root system Z of T in G 
defined by B. The comorphism u* of a IT defines a permutation p of .E 
stabilizing Z+ and A, and powers q(a) of p such that u*p(~y) = q(o1)01. Let 
U, < G be the root subgroup defined by 01 E Z, and fix an isomorphism 
x, of the additive group of 6 onto U, which satisfies 
tx,(u)t-1 = x,(a(t)u) (t E T, u E k). 
Then U&~(U)) = x,Jc,z+), some c, E K. If we extend u* to a linear map 
a*: IF! @ x*(T) -+ R @ X*(T), then u* = YT, where r E R and 7 is an 
isometry of the Euclidean space E = K! @ X*(T). 
When p = identity, the groups G, are just the finite (universal) Chevalley 
groups. In this paper we shall be concerned with the remaining cases listed 
below. In types (I)-(IV), q(a) = q for all 01 E ,Z. 
(I) The special unitary groups a&(q) of order qn(n+1)/2 I$=, (qi+l - 
( -I)i+l). Here p is th e nontrivial graph automorphism, and 7 = q-lo* = p. 
(II) The twisted groups 2D,(q) of order p”(+l)(pn + 1) n&l (q” - 1). 
Here p is a graph automorphism of order 2, and T = q-la* = p. 
(III) The triality groups 3D,(q) of order q12(@ + q4 + l)(q” - l)(q2 - 1). 
Here p is a “triality” graph automorphism, and 7 = q-lo* = p-l. 
(IV) The twisted groups 2E,(q) of order q36(q12 - l)(qp + I)(@ - 1) 
(q6 - l)(q5 + l)(q2 - 1). Here, p is the nontrivial graph automorphism, 
and 7 = q-la* = p. 
(V) The Suzuki groups “C,(q), q = 22n+1, of order q2(q2 + l)(q - 1). 
Here 
q(4 = 2”, a long, 
= p+1 , 01 short, 
T = 2-n-1/2u*: T(OLJ = 21/2~, and r(a2) = 1/2112al for cu, fundamental long, 
01~ fundamental short. The permutation p interchanges long and short roots. 
(VI) The Ree groups aG2(q), q = 32n+1, of order q3(@ + I)(q - 1). 
Here 
q(a) = 3”, a long, 
= , 3n+l CY short, 
7 = 3-n-1~eu*: ~(01~) = 3112a2 and 7(a2) = 1/31/2,1 for 01~ fundamental long, 
% fundamental short. Again p interchanges long and short roots. 
&I/45/1-13 
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(VII) The Ree groups “F&q), Q = 22n+1, of order q12($ + l)(q4 - 1) 
(q3 + l)(q - 1). Here n(a) is as in I’ above, 7 = 2--n-1/2u*: ~(01~) = 2%~~ , 
~(a~) = 2112aa , T(Q+) = l/2%, , ~(a~) = l/2%, for 01~ , 01~ fundamental 
long, a3 , 01~ fundamental short enumerated as in Section 6 (that is, 
a1 + a4 #q 
Structure of Tori 
The permutation p decomposes A into distinct orbits, say A = A, u 
-0. U A, . For 1 < i < 1, let qi = JJuodi q(a), and let Ki C h be the subfield 
of K of order pi . 
PROPOSITION 1.1. TO N I$=, Kp. 
Proof. For 01 E A, let h,: ,Mult + T denote the corresponding coroot, 
and let T, = h&Mult). Then T is the direct product of the one-dimensional 
tori T,. Also, a(T,) = T,, , so if Ti = naedi T, , each Ti is u-stable. 
Then (T$, N X*( Ti)/( 1 - u*) X*( T,), and a calculation using elementary 
divisors shows the latter group is isomorphic to KiX. Q.E.D. 
The isometry T decomposes E = Iw @ X*(T) as follows. Define 
where m = order of 7 = order of p. Then 
E = E, 1 E,, . (1.2) 
Let j: E + E, be the projection onto E, along E, , and set @ = j(Z). Also, 
let W, = (N,(T)/T), . Except for the Ree and Suzuki groups, @ is an 
abstract root system (in the sense of [3]) with Weyl group W, . For 01 E Z, 
define Z to be unique element in rW+j(,) n 0 of minimal length. Set 2 = 
(c? 1 01 E Z}, a subset of @, and let d = (01 ] a E A), a “fundamental system” 
for @. 
The remarks of the previous paragraph will be of greatest interest in this 
paper when G, is one of the types (I)-(IV) above. In this case 7(X*(T)) = 
X*(T); X,, = E, n X*(T) is a cotorsion free submodule of X*(T), so 
is the annihilator of a necessarily o-stable subtorus S < T. Using (1.2), 
Iw @ X*(S) identifies with ET , and the projection j is just the linear extension 
of the restriction homomorphism X*(T) -+ X*(S) of character groups. 
Let §,. = 1~ E @ ] 2y $ @}. Then Sp, = Cp unless @ is of type BC, when 
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CJr is of type C, . Let a, be the fundamental system for Qr defined by 
q.p,+ = CDT n Pd. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let S be the subtorus of T dejned above (fat the cases 
(I)-(IV)). For ar E A, let h, E X*(T) be the fundamental dominant weight 
corresponding to 0~: 2(& , /3)/(/?, j?) = S,, for 01, p E A. Then &I,) E X*(S) 
is the fundamental dominant weight for CD,. corresponding to ya E a,. , where 
ba> = N4, M4) n 2, . Th e complete set of fundamental dominant wkghts 
for 0, (relative to a,.) is so obtained. 
Proof. For 01, /3 E A, denoting by me the length of the p-orbit of ,9, we 
have by (1.2) 
since 
= kM3) if 2j(P) 4 0, 
= %kM9) if 2&3) E @, 
This establishes the first assertion of Proposition 1.3, while the second 
assertion is clear. 
Notation. For y  E a,. we will denote the fundamental dominant weight 
in X*(S) corresponding to y  by wy (thus reserving A, for the fundamental 
dominant weight in X*(T) corresponding to (Y E A). 
Since a(S) = S and U* jr+.) is multiplication by q, we obtain 
COROLLARY 1.4. S, E X*(S)/(l - q) X*(S) N GF(q)X x a.- x GF(q)X 
(1 copies). 
Remark. Each group of types (I)-(IV) above can be viewed as the group 
of GF(q)-rational points of a simple simply connected algebraic group G 
defined over GF(q). The torus S is nothing more than a maximal GF(q)-split 
torus of G, while @ is the “restricted” root system of G [l, Sect. 51. In 
regard to Proposition 1.3 see also [2, Proposition 4.31. 
To fix notation we list in Section 6 the Dynkin diagram of A, and that of 
@ in cases (I)-(IV) (this notation differs from that of [3], but coincides 
with that of [5]). 
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The Modules 
Fix a fundamental system A for .Z as above, and let as usual {h, j OL E A} 
be the corresponding set of fundamental dominant weights. Recall [lo, 
Sect. 131 that if pA: G -+ GL(v@)) is an irreducible (rational) representation 
of G of dominant weight h = C n,X, , then the restriction p,, /o, remains 
irreducible for those h for which 0 < n, < q(or) - 1. Further, these p,, jc, 
(where pO = trivial representation) constitute a complete set of irreducible 
KG,,-modules. 
A representation ph jc, is minimal if h is minimal in the sense of [5, Sect. 11, 
that is, h is nonzero minimal relative to the partial order x > 4 itI x - # E Z+A. 
For types (I)-(VII) b a ove these minimal h are as follows (enumerating A 
as in [5, Sect. 11; see Sect. 6): (I) h = hi, 1 < i < n, X = h, + h, ; (II) 
h = h, , h, , ht.-, , hz ; (III) X = hi, 1 < i < 4; (IV) h = h, , h, , X, ; (V) 
x = A, , A, ; (VI) h = h, ; (VII) h = h, . 
For a dominant weight X, a!(X) will denote the indecomposable “Weyl 
module” of G obtained by “reduction modp” from the irreducible complex 
representation of dominant weight h of the complex simple Lie algebra 
with root system 2 (see [5, Sect. 11). Here if X(h) is a maximal G-submodule 
of %!(A) then I’(X) can be taken to be @(X)/X(X). 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let X be minimal. Then the associated Weyl module 
a’(h) is an indecomposable hG,-module, except possibly in the following cases. 
(i) type (I) with q = 2; (ii) types (II)-(VII) with q = 2; (iii) type (V) with 
Y  = 21/2; (iv) type (VI) with Y  = 31j2; (v) type (VII) with Y  = 2112. 
Proof. If h $ ZZ, X(X) = 0 so e’(X) = I’(h) is an irreducible G-module, 
hence an irreducible Go-module. We can therefore assume that h = maximal 
short root in .Z+. Assume the exceptional cases (i)-(v) do not occur. Then 
C,,,,(T) = C,(,,(T,) (by W, P. 3021). Thus, [W)> rl = C@‘(X), ToI. 
If ‘?/(A) = M @L is a G,-decomposition with L L X(X), it follows that 
M 1 [e(X), TO] = [4(h), r] is T-stable, hence is stable under G = (G, , T) 
(recall that X(h) 5. &a)(T); cf. [5, Sect. 21). Thus, M = a(X). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let V(h) be the irreducible GO-module aforded by a 
minimal dominunt weight h. Assume G,, is not one of the exceptional cases 
(i)-(v) listed in Proposition 1.5. Then 
dim& X(A) < dim, Hr(G, , P’(A)). (1.7) 
Proof. The proof is completed as that of [5, Theorem 1.21. Q.E.D. 
For a complete determination of X(X) we refer the reader to [5, Sect. 11. 
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Notation. If  ph: G --+ GL(V(h)) is irreducible of dominant weight X, let 
P(X) denote the set of weights of Tin V(h). 
2. UPPER BOUNDS 
The results of this section generalize those of [5, Sect. 21. Let H be a 
finite p’-group. For f3 E Hom(H, kx), let k@) denote the finite extension 
of k = GF(p) generated by p(H). The character /? makes k@) into a kH- 
module. If  U is a kH-module, we say H acts with Z-weight /I on U if there 
exists an isomorphism x0: k(p) --+ U of kH-modules. In particular, for 
t E H, s E k(p) we have +(s)t = xs(s/3(t)). Observe that k(B) is isomorphic 
to k(y) as a kH-module if /3* = y  for some 4 E Gal(k/k), that is, p(t)+ = y(t) 
for all t E T, . Accordingly we say p and y are Galois equivalent (fl N y) 
when this occurs (see [5, Sect. 21 for similar considerations). 
Let F be a subfield of k. Write r = Gal(k/k) and r, = Gal(k/F). The 
irreducible FH-modules V are (up to isomorphism) in one-to-one cor- 
respondence with the orbits of P, on Hom(H, kx); the correspondence 
is given by decomposing k @r V: the characters afforded by the resulting 
direct summands constitute the orbit. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let U be a p-group, H a finite @-group which acts 
on U, and Qcts irreducibly with z-weight p on the Frattini quotient U/D(U) 
of U. Let V be an irreducible FHU-module, and let y be in the associated 
I’,-orbit of Hom(H, kx). Then 
dim, Zr( U, V)H = [Fk(/I) : F] if B-r; 
=o otherwise. 
Proof. Since Y is irreducible, U acts trivially on I? Hence, 
Zl(U, v)” = Hom( U, V’)” = Horn&IV, I’), where W = U/D(U). But 
dim, Horn&W, V) = dimk Hom,( W, h OF V’) 
= dimE HomEH(k or W, & OF V), 
and now the result is clear. 
We write V = I’, if Q is the r,-orbit on Hom(H, kx) associated with 
the irreducible FH-module V. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let L be a jinite-dimensional FHU-module. Write L Ix = 
OCa%-dl/;, * 
(a) dim, E( U, L)H < l&g- ndFk(B) : J’l; 
(b) dim, B1( U, L)H = dim, LH/LHU; 
(c) dim, H1( U, L)H < CtiMBr n,[Fk@) : Fj - dim, LH/LHU. 
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Proof. The same argument as that of [5, Lemma 2.71, using Proposition 
2.1 above, works. Q.E.D. 
Let G, be one of the types (I)-(VII) of Section 1. For OL E Z define 6 to 
be the Z-weight /3 ITO, where p is chosen so that ol = fi = j@). Note that 6 
is well defined up to Galois equivalence. For ol E 2, let U((Y) = &,Jca+a U, . 
Then U = R,(B) = nap2 U(Z) and U, = nIasz+ U(G),. The reader may 
convince himself that in all cases Y(E) = U(&),/DU(Q, rv k(E) as kT,- 
modules. Also,l U, = <U(ol), 1 2~6). We let k(S) denote the field k(a) 
(=k(a*/? ITo) = k(o*2/l ITa) = ..., /3 as above). 
Let Ir be an FGs-module. As in [5, Theorem 2.81 we obtain 
THEOREM 2.3. dim, H1(GO , V) < J&a dim, Z1( U(E), , I’)ro - 
dim, VTu/ VTuua. 
For each r,-orbit Sz < Hom(T, , kx), let ho be a representative. Then 
as in [5], the upper bounds Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 above yield 
COROLLARY 2.4. dim, @(G,, , V) < 
c c n,[Fk(E) :F] - dimr VTu/VTuUu. 
ash qpi 
3. GALOIS EQUIVALENCES 
In this section we compute the Galois equivalences we need. We keep the 
notation above. For x, # E X*(T) (resp. X*(S)) write x N # if x ITO N I/ ITo 
(rev. x IS, N 14 Is,). In what follows below d, a, etc. are as enumerated in 
Section 6. 
The general approach we adopt is as follows. Suppose, for example, we 
wish to determine all possibilities 01 N CL, where 01 E Z and p E P(h). I f  01 “P, 
then certainlyi -j(p) in types (D--o--(V). In particularj(p) may be assumed 
dominant (though p need not be), and results and techniques of [5, Sect. 31 
may be used to further restrict the possibilities for CL. 
Finally it is necessary to do some specific calculations. The condition 
01 N p may be expressed as a system of congruences, one for each orbit of p 
1 In types (I)-(IV) when @ is reduced, this follows at least when Q > 3 (the only 
case considered in this paper) from the corresponding result for split Chevalley groups 
(see [5, Footnote 211) using [l, Theo&me (7.211. This together with an easy commu- 
tator argument gives the G, = “A2m(q) case. The case G, = zF,(q) is proved directly 
using the commutator formulas of [S]: Show that, in Ree’s notation, the group 
<<a1 > c+>, as> covers the commutator quotient group of 4, hence equals %; Ree’s 
formulas sufke to show that oii g 4’ for i > 7; to show OL, , 0~s , “us , 01~ < Qr’ calculate 
(ai, q), i = 6, 5,4, 3. 
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on d. For example, suppose G, = 2A,(q) and p = h, - X, + A4 . Then, 
for cz = x:-r c,Xl , the condition 01 N p is expressed 
q’(c1 + PCJ FE 1 
4’(c2 + PC4) = -1 + 4 
q’cs = 0 
(mod p2 - 1) 
(mod q2 - 1) 
(mod q - 1) 
for a power q’ of p. 
One has \ ci 1 < 2 for all i, since c, = 2(s Q(CQ , a2). With this restriction, 
simple arithmetic considerations suffice to determine all possible solutions 
of such a system. Then it is an easy matter to check which solutions actually 
do give rise to roots. We will omit details of all such calculations in the 
interest of brevity. 
The entire procedure is quite analagous to the analysis in [5, Sect. 31, 
and indeed this analogy can be formalized with the use of an auxiliary torus 
as described in [13, Sect. 41. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume G, is one of the types (I)-(IV) of Section 1, 
and that q > 3. Suppose OL E 2 and p E P(X), where h E X*(T), is a minimal 
dominant weight. If 01 N p, then one of the following occurs. 
(a) XEZ1; 
(b) q = 4, 2 is of type A, , X is fundamental. Here the possibilities are 
or, - 012 - --xi or --a1 - -a2 - Ai . 
Proof. Assume first that Z is of type D, or E6 . We can assume h $ ZLY. 
By Proposition 1.3, j(h) is a minimal dominant weight w in X*(S), and one 
checks that [W : II’,] < 2[ W, : (I+‘,),], so h is the unique weight v in P(h) 
such that j(v) = w. 
Suppose 01 EL’ and 01 N p E P(h); we obtain a contradiction. First note 
that by [5, Proposition 3.11 j(a) + 0, whence j(p) # 0. Since j(v) <j(h) = w 
for all v E P(h), it follows from the minimality of h, that upon replacing 
p and u by conjugates by a suitable w E W, we can assume j(p) = w. Hence 
,LL = h by the above. Now the proof for this case is completed by analyzing 
congruences as described above. 
Finally, assume z is of type A,,, . Note 
P(4) = @l , --x, > -5 + 4+l I 1 < j < m}. 
The weights of T in I’(&) = Jo [4, Expose 20-081 have the form 
P=Pl+ --* + pi, where {pl ,..., pi>, is a subset of P(h,) of cardinal&y i. 
Write p = zln$* and observe 
n5 = 0, Al and v3+1 = 0 or -1. (3.2) 
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Let e1 ,..., E$ be the standard orthonormal basis for Iw @ X*(S) [3, p. 2521 
SO @+- = (f2ri , fGi f <i, i < j} while @ = @r U (-&} if Cp, # @. Also 
by Proposition 1.3, X*(S)/Z@r N Z, , so X*(S) = 72~~ @ ..* @ ZEN . Let 
X be a fundamental dominant weight in X*(T). Since A,* - hpm, we can 
assume h = A, for some s, 1 < s < 1. Let p E P(h), c1 E 2, and suppose 
TV - 0~. Replacing 01 and p by suitable W,-conjugates, we can assume j(p) 
is a dominant weight for DT (using the fact that j(a) + 0 since q > 3). 
By using (3.2) the reader may verify that 
j(p) is a fundamental dominant weight for @,, . (3.3) 
Hence we have j(p) = wi = fi + ..* + Ed . Since j(p) -j(a), it follows 
from the form of the elements of @ that i = I - 1 or 1. Now the proof 
can be completed as before. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let G, be one of the types (I)-(IV) of Section 1 and 
assume q > 3. For a, ,!3 E 2, if 01 N /3 then at least one of the following occurs. 
(4 i(a) = i(B); 
(b) q = 4, OL = -/I, and the p-orbit of QL has Zength 1. 
Proof. Suppose 01, /3 E Z, 01 -/I, and (a) fails. Then j(a) -j(p). If j(a) 
and j(p) both are in a,. , we can apply [S,Proposition 3.31 to conclude one 
of the following possibilities occurs. 
(i) 4 = 4.W = -j(B); 
(ii) q = 4, Qr is of type G, , and j(a), j@) are both long; 
(iii) q = 5, Qjr is of type Cr , j(a) = -j(p) is long; 
(iv) q = 9, @,. is of type C1 , j(a) = -j@) is long. In these cases, 
we can assume j(a) E a, . Since for roots y, 6 E 2 if j(y) = j(S) then y N 8, 
we can assume either --/I = 01 E A or (ii) holds and OL Ed. New congruence 
calculations give a contradiction in all cases unless (b) holds. 
Finally suppose that one of j(oL), j(p) does not belong to @?, say j(a). 
Replacing 01 and b by suitable II’,-conjugates, we can assume j(cx) = maximal 
short root in 0, = q . If also j(/3) $ @,. , then 2j(ar) - 2j(/?) E @r . Then by 
[5, Proposition 3.31, q = 4, 5, or 9 and 2j(oI) = -2j(/?), so j(a) = -j(p) 
and we have case (i) below. In the case when j@) E Qs, we obtain two further 
possibilities using [5, Proposition 3.41: 
(9 4 = 4, 5, %i(B) = -j(a); 
(ii) q = 4, i(B) = fM4; 
(iii) p = 2, q > 4, j(p) = 2j(cd). 
It is easy to check that these are impossible. Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 3.5. Let G, be m of the types (V)-(VII) of Section 1. 
Let (Y E A and let /3 E Z short u {O}. Suppose CY - j3. The-n one of the follow@ 
OCCUYS. 
(a) G, is of type zC,(2an+l) OY 2G2(32n+1), piu = /? for some i 2 0, 
oYn=o. 
(b) G,, is of type 2Fq(22n+1), p% = p for i > 0; OY n = 0; OT n = 1 and 
the other possibilities for 01 -p are as follows: 0~~ - 05 - -(a2 + c+). 
Proof. Again this is just a matter of congruence calculations. 
4. DETERMINATION OF IP(Go , V) 
We prove 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume G,, is a of the types (I)-(IV) of Section 1 and 
that q > 3. If h is a minimal dominant weight, then 
WZ, W) = X(4. 
Proof. Suppose first that q > 4. If X 4 ZZ, then Proposition 3.1 im- 
plies X is not Galois equivalent to a root, so by (1.7) and Corollary 2.4, 
HI(G, , V(X)) = X(h) = 0. W e can assume now that h is the maximal 
root in Z. By Corollary 2.2(a) and Proposition 3.4, if 01 E A and j(a) = 5 E a, 
then dimi .Z?( U(G), , Y(X)) ru is at most the length of the p-orbit of 01. Thus 
Corollary 2.4 yields 
dimE Ht(G, , V(X)) < 1 d 1 - dim& V(X)*u/V(h)Ba. 
By [6, Theorem 4.31 and the fact that j(h) +J 0 [5, Proposition 3.11, 
V(A)Bu = 0, while by [12], 
1 A [ - dimk V(h)ro = 1 A 1 - dimE V(h)r = dimE X(h). 
This proves Theorem 4.1 in this case. 
Next we consider the case q = 4. Suppose first that h E ZC. For OL E A, 
if the p-orbit of 01 has length l(a) > 1, and if j(a) = Or, then Proposition 3.4 
implies 
dimE .Z?(U(s), V(X))ru < l(a). 
If l(or) = 1, then 01 N -01, so we argue as follows. Write Q = 4 0 (TV , where 
o2 is a graph automorphism (corresponding to p) and where a, = Frt, 
Fr: G + G is the Frobenius morphism, and t > 1. We can assume u, 
fixes (U(E), U(-(II)) = G(&) pointwise, so G(E), = G(L?),~ < Go, . Now 
Gm, is a Chevalley group, and V(h) lcol is the restriction to GO, of the adjoint 
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representation of G. Since Z(a) = 1 implies G is not of type A,, [5, (4.3)] 
yields 
dim& Z( U(6), , I~‘()o)~u < 1. 
Hence as above, we obtain Hl(G, , P(A)) N X(h). 
The remaining case to consider (by Proposition 3.1) is when G, = 2A,(4) 
and X = A1 (or A,, but A, N A, here). The weights of T in I’ = v(A) are 
A, , -A, + A, , --A, . Here 01~ - -A2 . Let D = [U(Q, , U(Q,] a U(OrJ, .
Then we have the exact sequence 
0 -+ H1( U(ol&/D, VD)T, -+ H1( U(OrJ, , V)T, --+ H1(D, V)T, . 
By (3.1) and (2.2), H1(D, V)T, = 0, while vD is the sum of the A, and 
-A1 + ha weight spaces. So again by Corollary 2.2 and Proposition 3.1 
W( U(cQ,/D, VD)ro = 0. Thus, W( U(ol& , V)ra = 0, as desired. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let G, be one of types (V)-(VII) of Section 1. For types 
(V), (VI) assume n # 0, while for type (VII) ussume n st: 0, 1. 
(a) If X is the maximal short root in 2, 
Hl(G, , V(A)) N X(X). 
(b) In the remaining case G, = 2C2(22n+1), h = A, , we have 
H’(G , W)) = -VU. 
Proof. For case (a), the result follows from (1.7), Corollary 2.4, and 
Proposition 3.5. For (b), Corollary 2.4 and Proposition 3.5 imply an upper 
bound of one for dimfi W(G, , I’(&)). On the other hand, (1.7) gives a 
lower bound of one for dimI Hr(G, , V(h,)). However, there is a bijective 
endomorphism o,, of G, commuting with u, which takes v(A,) to I+,). 
(Here GO, N aCa(2)). H ence, us induces a K-isomorphism Hl(G, , v(A,)) N 
fW’o > VW. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The exceptional case n = 0 for the rank one Ree and Suzuki 
groups can be handled as follows. The four-dimensional irreducible module 
for 2C2(2) is the Steinberg module and is projective. The group 2G2(3) = G, 
contains a simple normal subgroup H of index 3. The group G, has just 
three irreducible modules: 1, V = I’&), and the Steinberg module S 
which is projective. The irreducible H-modules are all constituents of the 
completely reducible modules l,, , V, , and S, . The constituents of S, 
are projective, and V, is irreducible. Some irreducible H-module W has 
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nonzero I-cohomology.2 Since H is simple, H1(H, lx) = 0, hence 
Hr(H, V,) # 0. The Hochschild-Serre sequence gives an exact sequence 
0 + HI(G,/H, V’) + Hl(G, , V) + S(H, V)Go/H --t H2(G,JH, ‘CTH). 
Since VH = 0, it follows that Hl(G,, , V) N HI(H, V)GoIH # 0. By Proposi- 
tion 1.5, Corollary 2.4, and Section 6, dimE Hl(G, , V) < 1. 
We summarize our results in Table 4.3. We mention here that each 
irreducible KGO-module V can be written P = R @ V, , where V, is an 
irreducible KG,-module for the field K as follows: K = GQ2) for G, = 
TABLE 4.3 
G, (4 > 3) P 
Dominant 
weight dinql’ dimk H1(G,, V) 
“4(q)+ 
2U?) 
arbitrary Ai, 1 <i <n (“3 0 
(n + 1,p) = 1 Al + 43 n(n + 2) 0 
(n+ l,P) =P A, + f&a * n(n + 2) - 1 1 
arbitrary Ai,i = 1,2,n 2n, i = II 0 
(n > 3) 
2&n(d 
cm > 1) 
*Dam+dd 
‘DD,(d 
2Ea(d 
2 b-l 
odd &l-l 
2 
odd 21: 
arbitrary h 1, A 2, A 4 
2 x2 
odd Aa 
arbitrary Al 9 As 
(3, P: = 1 
ha 
Aa 
b z 0) 2 Al, Aa 
(n = 0) 2 Al, A* 
(n # 0, 1) 2 ha 
(n # 0) 3 ha 
(?I = 0) 3 A, 
2”-‘,i = 1,2 
29(4m - 1) - 2 2 
2m(4m - 1) 0 
(2m + 1)(4m + 1) - 1 1 
(2m + 1)(4m + 1) 0 
8 0 
26 2 
28 0 
27 0 
77 1 
78 0 
4 1 
4 0 
26 0 
7 0 
7 1 
t The results here for type 2A,, h = hI , are due independently to McLaughlin. 
++ F. G. Timmesfeld and P. Martineau have each obtained this result independently. 
a The exact sequence 0 + I + &H + & + 0, where I is the augmentation ideal, is 
nonsplit, since p I 1 H I. Thus, H’(H, I) # 0, so H’(H, W) # 0 for some irreducible 
constituent W of I, by the long exact sequence of cohomology. 
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“A,(q), “on(q), or 2Es(q); K = GF(qa) for G, = 3D&); K = GF(q) for 
Go = 2C2(q), 2F,(q), or 2G2(q>. Also, E OK HYG,, V,) N WG,, V). 
5. A TRANSFER THEOREM 
It may be observed that whenever the dimension of Hr(G, , V) is given 
exactly by the upper bounds of Section 2 (or by those of [5, Sect. 21) then 
in fact H1(G, , V) N EP(B, , V), since these upper bounds also hold for 
B, . The following theorem, which was obtained with the collaboration 
of Professor George Glauberman, shows that this isomorphism holds quite 
generally. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a connected semisimple algebraic group over k. 
Let V be a Jinite-dimensional rational G-module, and let n > 0 be an integer. 
If a: G -+ G is a surjective endomorph&m of G with finite fixed point set G, 
and if 1 G, 1 is sz@ciently large, depending on G, V, and n, then 
Hn(Go , V) N ZP(&, , V) 
as h-spaces, where B is a u-stable Bore1 subgroup of G. 
Proof. We have an injection H”(G, , V) -+ Hn(Bu , V) whose image is 
Hn(B, , V)Bo\cuIBo [5, Sect. 61. Hence it suffices to show 
PW I BownBo =Pl BownB, 
whenever TV is a class in H”(BC, V) and w belongs to the Weyl group IV, 
of G, . By [5, Sect. 61 we may take w to be a fundamental reflection. In 
particular, w normalizes B,W n B, , so the above equation can be written 
that is, P IB,,wnB, is a fixed point for the action of w on H”(Bow n B,, V). 
Certainly, then, it is enough to show that TV Is,UnB, is lixed by P, = B, u 
B,wB, . Obviously p IB,mnB, is fixed by B, < P, . 
Suppose we can prove that every fixed point of B, in any KP,-composition 
factor of Hn(B,” n B, , v) is in fact a fixed point for P, . Then an easy 
induction using [5, (2.3g)] h s ows that every fixed point of B, in 
Hn(B,” n B, , V) is necessarily a fixed point for P, . So it sufhces to prove 
that when G, is sufficiently large then the only @,,-composition factor of 
H*(B,@ n B, , v) containing a nontrivial fixed point for B,, is necessarily 
the trivial KP,,-module. 
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Let L, be a Levi factor for PO and let K, be its derived group. Then (at 
least for large G,), L, = T,K, , and K, IS a split (B, N)-pair of rank 1. 
Also, the only nontrivial irreducible KK,,-module which contains a fixed 
point for its Bore1 subgroup is the Steinberg module [6]. Therefore it is 
enough to show that, for GO sufficiently large, the Steinberg module for K, 
does not appear as a composition factor of H”(B,” n B, , V). The Steinberg 
module restricts to the regular representation on the p-Sylow subgroup K,, 
of K, . So the length of a K,,-central series in the Steinberg module certainly 
tends to infinity as 1 GO 1 becomes large. Thus we need only show that the 
KJength in any K,-composition factor in Hn(BOW n B, , V) is bounded 
in terms of G, V and n. 
Let u,-, D VI D **a D U,-, D 1 be a KC-composition series for its action 
on the Sylow p-subgroup U, of BqW n B, . A straightforward application of 
the Lyndon spectral sequence shows that it is enough to bound the K,,- 
length (length of a K,,,-central series) of any composition factor of 
H”‘(U,/u, , Hnr(UJUz ,..., H’YU,-, , V),...)), 
when n1 + a** + ttk = n. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let Q be a jinite p-group acting on an elementary abelian 
p-group E and let M be a AQ * E-module with trivial E-action. Let e be the 
Q-length of E and let m be the Q-length of M. Then for any n 3 0, the Q-length 
of H*(E, M) is at most n(e - 1) + m. 
Proof. We have H*(E, M) N S(e) @ A(e) @ M if p is odd, and 
ruS(~!?) @ M if p = 2 (h ere ,!? is the K-dual of E, S(e) is the symmetric 
algebra and n(e) the exterior algebra on J!?). In any case, HR(E, M) is a 
direct sum of modules which are sections of some tensor product ,?? @ 
*.. @ e @ M, where I!? appears at most n times. In general if A is a KQ- 
module with Q-length a and B is a KQ-module with Q-length b, then the 
Q-length of A @ B is at most a + b - 1 (as follows from the identity 
x@y-1 =(x-l)@(y-1)+(x-l)@l+l@(y-1)). The 
lemma follows immediately. Q.E.D. 
Now let u be the maximum K,,-length for a K,,-composition factor 
of U, and let v  be the maximum K,,-length of a K,-composition factor 
of V. Repeated application of Lemma 5.2 and the long exact sequence 
of cohomology yields an upper bound of n(u - 1) + v  for the K,,,-length 
of a K,,-composition factor of (*). Q.E.D. 
Remark. It seems likely that there are very close relationships (though 
not always exact equality) between Hn(G, , V) for GO large and the Hochschild 
cohomology groups Hn(G, V). W e conjecture that Hn(G, V) = Hn(B, V) 
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whenever G is a connected reductive algebraic group with Bore1 subgroup B, 
and V is a rational G-module.1 This is true in characteristic 0 by well-known 
results of Bott, Kostant, and Hochschild. 
EXAMPLE. Obviously the theorem fails without the assumption that G, 
be sufficiently large. For example, let G, = SL(m, 2) with m 3 3, n = 1, 
and I’ a trivial module. 
It is interesting to observe that the bound n(u - 1) + w obtained in 
the proof of the theorem is equal to 2 for this case, which is exactly the 
&,-length of the Steinberg module of K, (taking K,, = SL(2, 2)). But 
if we replace SL(m, 2) with say SL(m, 2t), t > 1, then this bound is still 2, 
while the K,,,-length of the Steinberg module for K,, is at least 3 and the 
theorem holds, as can easily be checked directly. 
6. APPENDIX 
In this section we give the Dynkin diagram of A and that of a, for types 
m-m 
(Ia) G,, is of type 2A.a,+1(~). Enumerate A as 
% 
%+l" 
co *** O----O 0-0 *-* 0-o 
%+2 a2n+l 
and 3,. as 
0 j 0-o a** 0-o 
Yl Y2 Yn 
(Ib) G, is of type 2A2,(q). Enumerate A as 
z--o % 
C 
. . . 0-0 
0-o 0-o 
“n+1 rn2n 
and a,. as 
0 j o---o -** O-0 . 
Yl Yz Y7Z 
(II) G, is of type 2D,(q), Enumerate A as 
1 Note added in proof. This conjecture has recently been proved by the authors in 
collaboration with W. van der Kallen (“Rational and generic cohomology,” to appear). 
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0 e o-0 *** O-0 
Yl Y2 Yn+1 
(III) G,, is of type 3D,(q). Enumerate A as 
and 2, as 
(IV) GO is of type 2E,(q). Enumerate A as 
% 0[1 
a4/ 
o----o 
a2 0-o 
\ O-0 
a5 a.5 
and 2,. as 
O-0 *o-o . 
Yl Y2 Y3 Y4 
(V) G, is of type 2C2(22n+1). Enumerate A as 
OJO. 
011 012 
(VI) G,, is of type 2G2(32n+1). Enumerate A as 
030. 
011 012 
(VII) GO is of tipe 2F4(32n+1). Enumerate A as 
cl-ojo--0 . 
011 012 %i 014 
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